**Tips for Making Your Poster**

1. **Short and Simple.**
   Ask yourself, what part of this clue should the other classes write down? Check your spelling. This is published work!

2. **Big Bold Text.**
   Use a dark marker to make the key words of the clue very dark and large.

3. **Write the sentence(s) of the clue on the back of the poster.** This way you can hold it up and read the clue, while the class listening can write down the key word. Or write the sentence on another 3x5 card.

4. **Hold the poster still.** It is best to stabilize on a table (see above), or on a music stand, easel, or pin to a bulletin board. Movement in a videoconference makes the poster blurry. This poster is on an easel, but note that they didn’t use a dark enough marker!